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Series Description

This series consists of files of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Expendable Launch Vehicle (ELV) program (1958-1965). The program belonged to three different organizations during this period, first, the Office of Launch Vehicle Programs (OLVP) (1958-1961); second, Launch Vehicles and Propulsion Division in the Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF) (1961-1962); and third, Launch Vehicle and Propulsion Programs in the Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) (1962-1965). Records contain office chronological
files, chronological files held by program personnel, and chronological files arranged by subject reflecting and supporting policy studies and analysis; files on program development; correspondence, and memoranda between NASA officials, private sources, and other U.S. Government agencies; records of official meetings; and speeches given before various organizations. Specifically, this series contains correspondence files; reports; meeting files; Centaur launch vehicle development; launch vehicle costs; interagency cooperation between NASA and the Department of Defense (DoD) on launch vehicle and launch facility policy; Saturn launch vehicles development; and launch vehicle program management.

**General Notes**

Official records of the NASA Headquarters Office of Launch Vehicle Programs (OLVP), Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF), and Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) are held by the National Archives, College Park, MD.
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**Box 1**
Correspondence – LV – Harvey Hall
Correspondence – Code LV – William L. Lovejoy
Correspondence – Code LV – Norman Rafel
LV – R.B. Canright
1961 Correspondence – LV – McGolrick
Correspondence – Code LV – William J.D. Escher #1

**Box 2**
Agena/1963
Agena/1964
Agena/1965
ELV Chron Files Jul. – Dec., 1962
ELV Chron Files, 1963
Correspondence – Code LV – J.R. Trueblood
Correspondence LV – William M. Shemp
Correspondence – Code LV – Richard B. Snodgrass
Correspondence – Code LV – Samuel Snyder
Correspondence – Stinebaugh
Correspondence – LV – J. Teplitz
Box 3
Correspondence – LV – R.D. Ginter June 1960 thru Dec 1961
Director/1963
Exec Asst/1963
Launch Operations/1963
Adv Projects/1963
Correspondence – LV – J.S. Attinello
Correspondence – LV – Col D.H. Heaton
Correspondence – Code LV – Milton W. Rosen
Correspondence – LV – W.J.D. Escher #2

Box 4
D. Forsythe Jan – Dec 62 SV
W. Guild Jan – Dec 62 SV
R. Ginter Jan – Dec 62 SV
T. Norris Jan – Dec 62 SV
J. Rosenberry/SV Nov 61 – Dec 62
W. Schubert Jan – Jun 62 SV
V. Johnson Jan – Dec 62 SV
R. Schmidt Jan – Dec 62 SV
J. McGolrick Jan – Dec 62 SV
E. Glahn Jan – Dec 62 SV
Col D. Heaton Jan – May 62 SV
R.B. Morrison Jun – Dec 62 SV

Box 5
E. Kunec Jan – Dec 62 SV
J. Sloop Jan – Feb 62 SV
A. Maker Jan – Dec 62 SV
A. Nelson Jan – Dec 62 SV
Correspondence – SV – J.W. Haughey Apr. – Dec. 62 –
Corres. – SV – J.A. Salmanson – Nov 1962
J. Mahon Jan – Dec 62 SV
R. Manville Sep – Dec 62 SV
Plans + Technology/1964
Plan + Tech/1965
Director/1965

Box 6
Vega
ELV Chron, 12/58 – 6/59
Delta
Agena, Vega
Correspondence – Technical Articles and Awards
ELV Chron Files, 1958-1963
ELV Chron Files, Jan. – June, 1959
ELV Chron Files, 1960
ELV Chron Files, 1961
Exec Asst/1965